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 – Thread-safe implementations of pthreads. Introduction Pthreads (POSIX Threads, or POSIX Thread Library) is the most
often used threading library in the Linux operating system. It is also widely used on other Unix-like operating systems. The aim

of this article is to show how POSIX threads may be implemented in a scalable and concurrent manner. Threads are
independent, concurrently executing execution entities with their own lifecycle. They are typically used to accomplish such tasks

as protecting against race conditions, performing tasks in a parallel manner and, more generally, to perform non-trivial
application logic with threads. The name Threads is usually associated with the need for multi-threaded programming, but can

also refer to a more general type of parallelization. It may be used to construct a multi-process program or a multithreaded
application. Single-threaded programming is (usually) the preferred method when tasks such as I/O are involved. Multiple

processes typically execute a common task in parallel to achieve better throughput. Multi-threaded programming provides a way
of using the computing resources of the processor more efficiently. Threads may be implemented in multiple ways. The most

popular method is to have one thread per logical core, one thread per processor, or one thread per processor core. This article is
based on a simple, sample implementation of POSIX threads. We will show how the various parts of the thread library are
architected, how to build a thread-safe version, and finally how to implement them using multiple processes. For a detailed

comparison of thread implementations see the article: Comparison of Threading Systems by David R. Butenhof. The Use of
POSIX Threads The typical use of threads is for creating multiple concurrent tasks, that may be necessary for large scale

computing. To use threads one needs to be familiar with POSIX threads, the specific API of the library, which is probably one
of the most difficult parts of the whole programming effort. Threads are created in the POSIX threads library using the

pthread_create() function, which creates a new thread. The pthread_create() function takes a thread_attr structure, which
describes the settings of the thread. pthread_create() will create a new thread with the attribute provided. In the C programming

language, the thread_attr_t structure is defined in include/pthread.h and it has the following members: 82157476af
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